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INTRODUCTION 
As there has been a scarcity of technical information on the 
seeding rates of hard red winter wheat in this state, experiments have 
been conducted to determine the best seeding rate and to determine the 
effect of seeding rate on the major plant factors which influence y,ield 
by Fuller!/ in 1960 and by SchlehuberY in 1961. 
The results of these two experiments were slightly varied due to 
\ 
environmental effects, however, the findings were rather consistent. 
Th~ results gave a decreased per cent emergence as the seeding rate in-
creased . Normally, moisture as a limiting factor could be considered as 
an explanation of the results. aowever, there was ample moisture at 
planting time and during the period of emergence in the experiment. 
oxygen as a limiting factor could be considered and was reported. No 
other explanation was made from the scope of these experiments. 
Four experiments of this study were made to approach this problem. 
The objectives included the affect of seed density per unit area, the 
amount of moisture, inhibiting substances, and depth of seeding on 
germination and/or emergence. 
!/w. w. Fuller, Effect of Seeding Rate on Yield and Components of 
Yield In Three Hard Red Winter Wheat Varieties, Concho, Triumph and C.I. 
12871 . (unpublished Master of Science 'l'hesis, Oklahoma State University, 
1960) 
~A. M. Schlehuber, (Unpublished data 1960 ~ 1961). 
1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
FullerY repor!ed, in 1960, that a lower per cent emergence was 
obtained with higher seeding rates as compared with the lowest rate in 
an experiment with three varieties of hard red winter wheat. 
Schlehuber!/ obtained the same results in a similar experiment in 1961. 
Normally, moist~re as a limiting factor could be considered to explain 
these results. However, during the experiment in the 1958-1959 crop 
I 
year, there was ~ple moisture at planting time and during the period 
of emergence. 
Ahlgren et al. (1) recognized that the oxygen level of the soil 
surrounding the seeds also influenced the germination of seeds. They 
also reported -that adequate supplies of oxygen in the soil are essential 
for seed germination. Hutchi ns (10) reported that wheat germinates well 
when well supplied with water and wit h temperatures about 22°c., in a 
soil with an oxygen supplying power of 3.0 milligrams or more per square 
meter per hour. Wheat apparently failed to germinate when the oxygen 
supplying power was below 1.5 milligram per square meter per hour. 
Nakayam~ (16) stated that emergence was reduced by one-half when oxygen 
pressure was 1 per cent. Taylor (18) reported that the t otal carbon 
dioxide production likewise declined for wheat but increased with rice 
and reached a maximum as oxygen pressure approached zero. Mack (13) 
Ysee Footnote 1/ 
if see Footnote 2/ 
2 
stated that the general effects on respiration of a wide variety of 
plants show an independency of oxygen until a partial pressure of 2 per 
cent oxygen is reached. Vlamis and Davis (19) reported that an extreme 
sensitivity to oxygen deficiency is demonstrated by barley seeds under 
germination. 
All of the above experiments have shown oxygen could be a limitipg 
factor which affects germination when it is below the minimum require-
ment. 
Dorywalski et al. (4) reported in an experiment with maize that as 
the depth of covering seed increased, retardation of seedling develop-
ment took place. This retardation was especially noticeable after 
exceeding a depth of 9 cm. Deeper seeding resulted in a lower percent-
age of seedling development. ' ·Hutchins (10) found that when wheat seeds 
I 
were planted in a thick layer the seeds which we.re closest to the sur-
face germinated normally while those closer to the bottom of the layer 
were slower and more deficient in germination. When a l arge number of 
germinating seeds were conf i ned to a small area, the later germinating 
. I 
seeds or deeper seeds were not able to obtain sufficient oxygen to 
3 
emerge. Beveridge and Wilse (2) reported that the emergence of seedlings 
of three varieties of alfalfa decreased as depth of seeding was in-
creased. The decrease was particularly serious when seed was more than 
1.0 inch below the surface. Jones (11) reported that the germination of 
rice on the surface of submerged soil has been found to be superior to 
that of seed placed below the soil. 
The emergence of seedlings in relation to depth of seeding was dis-
cussed above. However, depth of seeding could not be said to affect 
germination indepe~dently. 
4 
Millar et al. (14) discussing the relationship between soil 
aeration and soil moisture, stated that soil aeration is governed prima= 
rily by fluctuations in soil moisture. Aeration increases with a 
Qecrease in soil moisture, whereas an excess of water tends to encourage 
anaerobic condition. Hudspeth and Taylor (9) reported that seven days 
after planting of Blackwell switchgrass on Pullman clay. loam, 30% emer~ 
gence was obtained with 12 per cent moisture, or about 3 atmospheres 
moisture tension; lower emergence was obtained with moisture higher than 
18 to l9 per cent. No emergence occurred when t he soil moisture tension 
was ~aintained ·near 10 atmospheres. Hanks and Thorp (7, 8) reported that 
,,I 
the ultimate seedling emergence of wheat, measured on three soils, was 
approximately the same wlien the soil moisture content was maint ained 
between field capacity and permanent wilti~g percent age, if other factors 
were optimum for seedling emergence. ' norieen and MacGillivray (3) found 
that most vegetable seeds gave good germination over t he range of soil 
moisture -0ontents from field capacity to permanent wilting percentage. 
Moisture in soil is one of the important factors which affect seed 
emergence. However 1 in the above - cited experiments moisture could not 
be considered as a limiting factor in the cultivated land , since most 
seeds gave germination over the range of · soil moisture contents from 
field capacity to permanent wilting percentage. 
Evenari (5) ·reported that inhibition of germination is the result 
of germination-inhibiting substances which diffuses from seed or fruit 
I 
and may accumulate in the germination bed. These germination inhibitors 
ar~ water-soluble and may be extracted with water from seed or fruit. 
Mosheov (15) presented his results that the external parts of wheat seeds 
contain a germination=inhibiting substance. The failure of cereal grains 
5 
to germinate in the presence of tomato juice may be attributed to a 
... .. - . I 
number o-t causes, such as oxygen deficiency or the presence of special . . . 
germination~inhibiting substances as reported by Konis (12). 
Hagan (6) indicated that the rate and completeness of germination 
were affected by temperature, moisture, oxygen, light, carbon dioxide, 
soil ph, mineral elements, act ivities of microorganisms, and mechanical 
impedance of the soil. Hanks and Thorp (7,B) stated that there is no 
dQubt tqat in so~e instances both oxygen diffusion rate and crust 
strength were important. These investigations found that when the 
diffusion rate was limiting, the nonemerging seeds had not germinated; 
whereas, when crust strength seemed to be the most important factor, the 
seeds had germinated and the seedlings had made considerable growth but 
had not penetrated the surface crust. They also reported that if some 
factor associated with air pore space is the principal limiting factor, 
it would be expected that seedling emergence would increase as the 
moisture content decreased at const ant bulk density. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The three varieties of hard red winter wheat used in this study 
were Concho C. I ., 12571 , Kaw C. I.P 12871 and Triumph C. I ., 12132. 
Four experiments were carried out to investigate some factors which 
cause a decrease of germination and/ or emergence as t he seeding rate is 
increased. The experimental procedures were as fol l ows: 
Expe:uiment l. 
1. Selected wheat seeds were immersed in water for five hours. 
(900 seeds in 100 cc wat er) 
2. Seeds were t hen placed in three sizes of test tubes, 10, 
15 and 20 cc. 
3. Three quantities of seeds , 50, 100 and 150 seeds per t est 
tube (stopped wit h cotton), were t est ed in each size of tube. 
4. Each treat ment was replicated 3 times. 
5. Number of emerged seeds was counted a week after t est. 
The objective of this test was to investigate the relationship be-
tween the germination of wheat seedlings and the number of seeds in the 
test tubes. 
Experiment 2. 
1. To obtain a wate r extract of wheat seeds, select ed seeds were 
counted and immersed in a definite quantity of water for three 
hours (20 grams in 50 cc of water); then the water was poured 
off and filtered through filter paper. 
6 
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2. Water extracted seeds were wiped ori clean filter paper, and 
then placed in Petri dishes. 
3. Seeding rates used in the test were 40, 80 , and 120 seeds per 
Petri dish (3 3/4 i nches) . 
4. Pet ri dishes were padded with bl otting paper which maintained 
t he moi s ture conditions. One, two, and t hree layers of blotting 
··, 
paper were used, and t hen one, two , and t hree units of water 
(1 unit m 5 cc) or water extract of wheat seeds were applied t o 
them respectively. 
s. Seeds placed in the Pet ri dishes were exposed t o air. Number 
of seedlings were count ed 10 days aft er seeding. 
6. Factorial arrangement used: 
a. Seeding rate: 40 seeds 80 seeds 120 seeds 
b. Amount of water or water extract applied: 
b1 : One layer of bl otting paper with one unit of wat er 
or water extract of wheat seeds. 
b2: Two layers of blotting paper with two units of 
water or water extract of wheat seeds. 
b3 : Three layers of blotting paper with three units of 
water or water e,rtracted wheat seeds. 
c. Kind of moisture applied: water and wat er~extract from 
wheat seeds. 
This experiment was designed to investigate whet~er or not an inter-
action existed between seeding rates and inhibiting substances of the 
seed coat and if these substances were responsible f.or a decrease of 
\ 
germination as the seeding rate was increased • . 
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Experiment~. 
1. Water extracted seed and unextracted seeds were used in the 
test. Extract ed seeds were obtained from t he seeds soaking in 
the definite quantity of water for t hree hours as in Experi-
ment 2 ; then seeds were dried at room temperature (around 70°F.) 
for two days. 
2. Seeds were planted at four rates in wooden flats (20u x 15") 
consisting of a preirrigat ed set and a non- preirrigated set , in 
rows 15 inches long and l 3/ 4 inches between rows. Sandy loam 
soil was used. Planted seeds were covered with approximately 
1 cm. of soil. 
3. Split plot design was used in the t est . 
Moisture conditions: preirrigat ed set and non=preirrigated set . 
Seed treatments: water=extracted seed and unext racted seed. 
Seeding rates: 20, 30p 40, and 50 seeds per row. 
4. First wat ering was applied immediately after plant ing and sub= 
sequently to both sets every t hree days . Considerably more 
water was applied to the preirrigated set . 
5. Emerged seedlings were count ed 10 days after planti ng. 
The objective of t his experiment was to investigate whether an int er= 
action of the inhibiting substances, or gas formation and seeding rate i s 
responsible for the decrease of per cent emergence under soil conditions. 
Experiment 4. 
l . water=extracted seed and unextracted seed were used in the t est. 
Extracted seeds were obtained according to t he procedures in 
Experiment 3 . 
9 
2. Three seeding rates of wheat seeds were planted at 3 4itferent 
' ,· 
depths in pots (81' diameter) filled with moist sandy l<>am soil. 
> :I 
3,. Complete randomized design of factorial experiment was used. 
' '· 
s.eed treatments: water-extracted and unextracted seed. 
Seeding rates: . 30, 60, and 90 seeds per pot'. 
De'pth of planting: 1. iru::h 9 2 inches and 3 inches. 
4. Emel"ged seedings were·coun.ted two weeks after planting. 
'l'hii; ex:perimen:t was maihly de~igned to investigate whether or not 
", 1r ·• i1' 
oxygen is a limiting factor responsible for a decrease ot emergence as 
the seeding rat_e is increased •. · 
Rxperiments land 2 were conducted in the basement of the small 
~raiij building; experiments 3 and 4 were conducted in the small grains-
greeuh~,qse on the ,A,gri:>nom~ Fa.rm at 1Stillviater 9 Oklahoma during the 
' . 
1962~196.3 academic year. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Experimental results are summarized for each experiment. Table l - a 
sh9ws the summary dat a of the number of seeds tested per test t ube, 
number of seeds germinated per test tube, per cent germination of each 
treatment for the varieties of Concho and Kaw in experiment l. 
Table l-b shows an analysis of variance for . the per cent germination 
based on table l-a, and the individual comparisons between any two means 
of each source of variation. These data show t hat t he differences among 
the effects of the different quantit y of seeds t est ed and among t he 
effects of different size of t est tubes were significant at the 1_% level 
for Concho; also that the difference among the quantity of seeds was not 
significant at the 5% level. The difference among t he effects of differ-
ent size of test tubes was significant at the 1% level for Kaw. 
The data also show t he lower the rate of seeds, t he higher the per 
., 
cent germination. For t he three quantities of seeds (50, 100 and 150 ... 
seeds per test t ube) , the average germination was 86.16%, 84.67% and 
83.84%, respectively, for Kaw, and 79.90%, 76.44% and 73.93%, respec~ 
tively , for Concho (Figure l~b) . When the differences among the 
quantity of seeds within each size of:the test tubes used in the test 
are consi dered, the lower the quantity of seeds per test t ube, the 
higher the per cent ·germination is shown in the data. 
The experimental re~ults also indicated that the larger t he space 
inside t he test tubep ' the h~gher the per cent germination for both 
10 
11 
Concho and ~aw (See Figo l~a). The variations within each level of the 
.f : .· , 
n1,1mbe:r ot seeds in the test show the same tendency as mentioned above. 
Tll.e average germination for the three sizes of test tubes 0 10 cc 0 15 cc 
and 20 cc were 71.22%1 77.74% and 81.18% respectively for Concho 0 and 
81.26%, 85.44% an,d 88.19% respectively for KawQ 
12 
TABLE l=a 
SUMMARY DATA SIJOWING NUMBER OF SEEDS TESTED PER TEST TUBEp 
NVMBER OF GERMINATE~ SEEDS, PER CENT GERMINATION, AND 
AVERAGE PER CENT GERMINATION OF EACH TREATMENT 
EXPEll!MENT l 
l~:'r1• rs::.-·r-e:y,- " #MO: oe:• . - Olllill4J..' 
10 cc 15 cc 20 cc 
Number Test Tube Test Tube Test Tube 
V~riety of seed Rep. ~io.·or--~ No. of 
Seeds 
I 
testeq t;;eeds seec:1.$ 
Per Tube Germinated ~. Germinated % Germinated % ,- .,.,.,;m '!al; ..,,,...,.,.,IQ7Jr,...., * '"".,,....,,,,.,..,. .•. _. ,._.,.. ........... ,..,_ r:::v=-·nr:-~ 
Kaw $0 1 43 86.00 45 90.00 47 94.00 
2 42 84.00 42 84.00 41 82.00 
3 41 82.00 44 88.00 45 90.;00 
Av 84.,00 8°7 :ar3 if8-~67 
100 1 80 80.00 88 88.00 90 90.00 
2 83 83.00 83 83,.00 93 93.00 
3 79 79.00 84 84.00 82 82.00 
Av so:T7 85.00 87.22 
150 l 123 82.00 125 83.33 ... · 134 89.33 
2 119 79.33· 131 87.33 131 87.33 
3 114 76.00 122 81.33 128 85.33 
Av 79~ii" 83.99 si.22 
COJJ.C~O 50 l 38 76.00 41 82.00 41 82.00 
2 34 78.00 39 78.00 40 80.00 
3 42 84.00 42 84.00 43 86.,00 
Av 7676a 81.33 82.67 
100 l 72 72.00 73 73,.00 85 85.00 
2 68 68,00 81 81.00 80 80000 
3 69 69.00 79 79.00 81 81.100 
Av 69.69 77.67 s'2.07S 
150 l 104 69.33 111 74.00 121 80.67 
2 102 68.00 114 76.00 119 79.33 
3 103 68.,67 109 72.67 115 76.67 
Av 68.67 75-57 f's:*si 
et -=t:r=P ~-n;=·~~~ .... ~-i,;"-- Pt dno«' ;nc-1, •on,trzt:ee= 
TABLE 1.,.b 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PER CENT GERMINATION BASED ON TABLE l=a 
AND INDIVIDUAL COMPARISON BE'IWEEN ANY TWO MEANS 
OF EACH SOURCE OF VAR~ATION 
13 
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**Sign:i.f:i,Qantly di:fferent at tne 1% level. 
Concho: 
(1) Difference between the effects of different space (oxygen 





L.s.D. at the 5% level fl 3.59'7 
10 cc 15 cc 20 cc 
71.22 71.74 81.18 
~.s.D. at the 1% level~ 4.927 
(2) Difference between the effects of different q\lantity of seeds 
tested, 
No. of seeds 
i'% 
(gex•mination 










L.s.D. at the 1% level~ 4.927 
:Kaw: 
· 14 
TABLE l~b (continued) 











10 cc 15 cc 20 cc 
81.26 85.44 88.ll 
L.s.D. at the 1% level~ 4.887 
(Size of Test Tube in cc) 
Fig. l=a. Average germination of two varieties of hard red winter 




86.l6 ______ 84~r-------~1 
84.6'1 
83.48 
79.,90--..,...,_= -- --,_, --76. 44 --- - ---73.93 
·-
0 
' ·~o""""~-, ... .-=r •·. ,_fb1f .. . ·~ = ·rro~~=, 
(Number of Seeds Tested in the Test Tube) 
---== Kaw 
=<=!== Concho 
fig. lc;,b. Average germi.nation of two varieties of hard red winter 
wheat at thl;'ee quantities of seeds in experiment 1. 
Table 2 .. a shows the summary ~ata of seeding rates per Petri dish, 
num.Qer of seeds germinated, per cent germination and average per cent 
I 
germination of each treatment in experiment 2. 
The analysis of variance for per cent germination data based on 
15 
Table.2-.a is preeented in Table 2 ... b. The data show that. the.per cent 
germination among t:he effects of the seeding rates, among the effects of, .. 
,,, 
the m9isture conditions and .between the effects of solutions (water and 
wate.J," extr~ct of seeds ~oat) applied to the seeds were not significantly 
different ~s~ct:j.vely in the test. (oxygen might not be a limiting· 
factor £or gt;,rmina:Uon in this test 9 since seeds were exposed to air.) 
Ip.tt;,raction of seeding rates x moisture conditions x kinds of solut.ions 
applied showed significant difference at the 5% level for Kaw. This re-
sult could be explained by the combined effect of the three factors 
interaction which affects seed germination of Kaw. It is difficult to 
. L 
interpret the relationships between these three factors. No other sig"" 
nificant interaction could be found in all the varieties tested in 
experiment 2. The difference between the effect of water control and 
that of water extract of seed coat was not statistically different in 
! ' 
the three varieties. All three showed a decrease of germination wh~n 
water; e~tract of their own seed coat was applied. This might indicate 
that inhibiting substances e~ist· in the seed coat. This tendency in 
ge~mination is shown graphically in Figure 2~c. T~e variations of aver= 
age germination of the three varieties of wheat at the tb.ree seeding 
rates.and at the three levels of moisture conditions are presented , 




Sti'.MMARY DATA SDOWXl\TO -SEEDING RATE PER PETRI DISH, NUMBER OF SEEDS GERMINATED, PER CENT 
GERMINATION, AND AVERAGE PER CENT GERMINATION OF EACH TREATMENT 
EXPERIMENT 2 
-Seeding WATER CONTROL 
WATER EXTRACT OF SEED 
Rate l Unit* 2 Unit** 3 Unit*** 1 Unit* 2 Unit** 3 Unit*** 
Per No. of No. of No. of No. o.f ·No. o:f No. of 
Petri Seeds Seeds Seeds Seeds Seeds Seeds 
Dish Rep. Germinated % Germinated % Germinated % Germinated % . Getitinated % Germinated % 
40 l 33 82.50 37 .92.50 34 85.00 39 97.50 38 95.00 35 8'1. 50 
2 3'1 92.50 38 95.00 36 ,9~.0() 38 95.00 37 92.50 37 92.50 
3 35 87.50 38 95.00 38 '95.00 31 77.50 32 80.,00 31 77.50 
4 33 82.50 39 91.50 35 87.50 35 87.50 36 90.00 36 90.-oo 
Av 86.25 95.00 89.37 89.37 89.75 86.87 
80 l 77 96.25 78 97.75 76 95.00 75 93.75 77 96.25 72 90.,00 
2 62 75.00 73 91.,25 70 87.50 60 75.00 61 76.25 70 87.50 
3 77 96.25 75 93~75 69 86.25 71 ·8s.75. 70 87.50 67 83.'7!,l 
·4 75 92.75 73 91.25 71 88.75 57 71.25 71 88.75 76 95.00 
Av 90.31 93.50 · 89.37 82.19 87.19 87 .• 06 
120 1 113 94.16 113 94.16 110 91.66 112 93.-33 .116 96.67 108 90.00 
2 110 91 .. 66 108 90 .. 00 106 88.33 U.l 92.50 103 85.83 109 90 .. 83 
3 :u.6 96.67 106 88.33 108 90.00 112 93.33 108 90~-00 103 85.83 
4 109 -90.83 u.o 91.66 104 86,.66 107 89.-17 108 90,.:00 104 86.66 
Av 93.33 91 .. 04 89.16 92.08 90.63 88.33 ... 
<J) 
TABLE 2-a (Continued) 
--~ .. -~-~----------- --~-------------------- ------- ------- ----~-·--------~ 
Seedill'!g WA'l'Ea CONTJU:L WATER EXTRACT OF SEED 
Rate 1 Unit* 2 Unit** 3 Unit*** l Unit* 2 Unit**·_ 3 Unit*** 
Per No. 'of No. of .No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Petiri Seeds Seeds Seeds Seeds seeds Seeds 
Variety Dish Rep.- Germinated % l!lermina;ted % Germinated. % Germinated % ·aerm:i.nated % Germinated % 
Kaw 40 l 39 97.50 40 100.00 38 95.-00 37 92.50 37 92.50 39 . 97.50 
2 38 95.00 38 95.00 38 ~5.00 38 95.00 38 95.oo 40 100.-00 
3 38 95.00 40 100.00 37 92.~0 38 95.00 37 92.50 37 92.50 
4 3'1 92.50 40 100.00 39 97,;50 39 -97 .50 - 37 92.,50 39 97.50 
Av 95.00 . 98.75 95.00. 95.QO 93.13 96.87 
80 1l 16 95.00 16 95.00 '15 93.75 76 95.00 78 97.75 14 92.50 
2 '17 96.25 75- 93.75 77 96.25 75 93.75 79 98.75 73 91.37 
3 15 93.'15 19 98.75 77 96.25 77 96.25 73 91.37 78 97.75 
4 78 91.75 '19 98.75 79 98.'15 77 96.25 79 98.75 79 98.75 
Av 95.69 96.55 96.2? 95.30 96.65 95.22 
120 1 U.6 96.67 114 95.00 118 98.33 118 98.33 118 98.33 117 97.50 
2 115 95.82 118 98.33 115 95.82 118 98.33 114 95.00 114 95.00 
3 116 96.67 107 89.17 116 96.67 112 93.33 116 96.67 115 95.82 
4 117 97.50 118 98.33 118 98.33 117 97.50 118 98.33 U.8 98.33 
-Av 96.6'1 95.21 97.29 96.87 97.08 96.46 
7 !::; 
TABLE 2-a (Continued) 
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*One layer of blotting paper with one unit of water or water extract of seed. 
**Two layers of blotting paper with tw(() units of water or water extract of seed. 







































..-ALtSJS or VARXAlfCE FOR P;ER c:imr GJWIINATIQN 
Of EACH TREATMENT JtN EXPERIMENT 2 . 
Mean Square 
S0'11"oes of varittion df 
Concho 
see~U.ng ~ate (A) ~ 26.26~3 
A8'11>~nt of sQlution (B) 2 41,8556 
Ki•d of m~isture (C) 1 116.8410 
ft. X B 4 34.0289 
A x; C 2 34.4523 
B ,i; C 2 13.1086 
AXBXC 4 30.6546 
liirror 54 29.9845 
'l'Qtal 7l 




95.62 95.55 96.63 
90. 94 _ -- --- __ ~C!,t,.2_1_ -- --..=-_-:!C!- 75 
89,38 ---------------- ~- 89. 99 
88.71 
,_40 80 










· Kaw --- - Concho 
......... Triumph 
Fig. 2•a. AveraJe ,r;ermi~aticn cr>f three varieties of hard red 






·· · Kaw 
----- Concho 
91.13 -,-..... Triumph 
90 -,-. _____ - - _ 89.6-l --· ----~'!"'-------- 89.98 --.:.. __ 
88.96 
80 
b1 1 layer of blot~ing paper with 1 unit of solution. 
b~ 2 layers of blotting paper w:i,th 2 u~its of solution. 
b3 · 3 1,yers o;f blotting paper with 3 units of solution,. 
9Q 
80 
Average germination of three varieties of hard red winter 
wheat at three levels of moisture condition in Petri 
dish.es. 









of Seed Coat 
---Kaw 
,... ... _.., ...... Concho 
-.-.... Triumph 
Fig. 2•c. Average germination of three varieties of ha:rd red 
winterwbeat at two kinds of solutionp water control 
and water extract of their own seed coat, in ex= 
per:l,.ment 2. 
T~ble 3-a $hows tne summa,ry data of seeding rates per row, number 
of emerged seedl;j.ngs per row~ per cent emergence per row, and average 
per cent ,mergen~e of e~~h t:reatment in experiment 3. 
Table 3-b shows the su:m.ma~y data of analysis Qf variance for per 
oent eme~gence based on T~ble 3-a, and individual comparison oetween any 
21 
twQ means of ea~b ••~ce of variation. The data show that the 
dt.:tf~re11c,s i» e11er,ence fQr Concho betwfiilen moist,:re conditions (p;re ... 
irl'ie;ated and n,e>n•preirrigated) and between the seed treatments (water 
ext~acte, ~ee.d •nd unextraoted seed) we:re significant at the 5% level. 
TIJ.e ~OV alsQ s~ows the effect of seeding rate on emergence· for Triumph 
WJs signific~nt at the 5% level. Qther effects were not statistically 
4iffe,ent ,~ t~is t~st. 
',\1le diff,renoes between the average effects of p:reirrigation and 
no~~Pl'eirriga*i9n are shown graphically in Fig. 3•$, It shews a higher 
eme~ce~,e in non•pretrrigated plots and the lower emergence in preirri-
gat,4 plo~s for eono~9 and Triumph but not for Kaw. The difference was 
not·signifieant fpr TriUlll:Pll but the trend was the same as for Concho. 
Jaw sho,red a rever~e tendency although it was not statistically signifi-
ca:ttt. 
Fig. S-b shows the difference between the average effects of water 
e~trected seed and unextraoted seed. Difference between the a~erage 
effects of water extracted. seed and une~racted seed was si~ifica:nt at 
tb.e 5% 1,vel for: QoncJio; emergence was 81.02% and 73.79% re,peetively. 
I~ showed higher emergence in the extracted seed and lower emer,ence in 
~he unextracteQ seed. Higher emergence in extracted seed, lower emer~ 
genoe in unextracted seed were also fQqnd both in preirrigated and 
n()n .. preirrig-.tec:l plots. H@W'everp neither Kaw or Triumph responded like 
Concllo. 
Variatic;,ns of emergence at fcur seeding rates in experiment 3 are 
presented in fig. 3~. The data showed a more or less decrease of emer• 
gence as the seedi~g rate was i~c~eased e~~e~t that fer Triumph the 
hjglle~t see~i~g ~ate (50 seeds per r«:>W) showed higher emergence than the 
4Q - a.ud 3Q ... se.ed. ratE11. 
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StJQARY DATA SHOWING.SEEDING RATES :{>ER ROW, NUMBER OF E~RGED 
SEEDLINGS, PER CENT EMER@ENCE OF EACH TREATMENT U'NIT 
AND AVERAGE PER CENT EMERGENCE OF EACH TREATMENT 
EXPERI~NT'3 
I .. PRElRRIGATED · :NON=P.REIRRIOATED 
E:x;trl;\eted Unextracted ·::Extrl;\cted; Un.extracted 
Seeds Seed I';! 
I Seeds ;: Seeds· 
No. of 
Seeds No. of ;No. of No •. of No. of 
:P:Lanteq. Seed.Jing Seedling Seedling seedling 
Vil;ri~~¥ Pel:' Row 
I 
Re:Qs · Emetyied 
' .. . ':;,I=?,. ' % Emerged % Emerged % Emex;ged % 
coue1lo 20 l 17 85.00 14 70.,00 17 85.,00 17 85.,00 
·2 14 10.00 16 80.00 16 80.00 17 85.,00 
3 :j.7 85.00 11 55.00 lf;i 80.00 14 70.00 
Av 83.,3~ 68.33' 81.67 83.33 
30 l 20 66.67 21 70.,00 25 83.33 26 86.67 
2 27 90.00 27 90,.00 26 86.67 19 63.33 
3 24 80.00 2~ 80.00 24 80.00 22 73.33 
Av 1a.s9 so.oo 83.33 74 .. 44 
40 l 30 75.00 32 80.00 34 85.,00 29 72.50 
2 31 77.50 28 70.00 38 95.00 29 72.50 
3 30 75.00 27 67.50 35 87.50 32 80.,00 
Av 75 .. 83 72.50 89.17 75.00 
50 l 32 64.00 33 66.00 41 82.00 32 64.00 
2 39 78.00 33 66,.00 42 84.00 39 78.00 
3 42 84.00 33 66000 43 86.00 40 80.00 
Av 75.33 66 .. 00 84.00 74 .. 00 
:23 
TABLE 3-a (Continued) 
PRE IRRIGATED NON-PE?ElRRIGATED 
Extracted Unextradted· Extracted Unextraoted 
- - .. seeds - ' ... .. ··--Seed.s - - ~eds. Seeds- .... - .. 
No. ·.cf ""· 
~ 
Seeds Je>. o,f Jo. ~f N®. of No. cf 
Planted Seedli:n, Seedling Seedling Seedling 
Vart~ty :Pe~ R~ Rep. Emerged % Emerged % Emerged % Emerged % 
.. , .. , 
Kaw 20 1 17 85.00 17 85.00 19 . 95.00 20 100.00 
2 20 100.00 19 95.00 18 90.00 20 100.00 
3 20 100.00 20 100.00 17 8·5.;00 19 95.00· 
Av §!,.oo 93-~33 90.00 98.3~ 
~Q 1 28 93.33 29 96.67 ;30 100.00 29 96.67 
2 28 93.~3 28 93.33 25 83.33 28 93.33 
-3 29 96.67 29 ·9a.a1 29 96.67 27 90.00 
Av 94.44 . 95.56 . 93 •. 33 93.33 
4() l 38 95.00 38 95.00 36 90.00 40 100.,00 
2 40 100.,00 37 92.50 37 92.50 37 92:·so 
3 39 97.50 38 95.00 39 97.50 36 90.00 
Av 97.50 94.17 93.33 94.,00 
50 l 4~ 90.00 44 88,.00 46 92.00 44 88.00 
2 46 92 .. 00 45 90.00 46 92.00 47 94.00 
3 46 92.00 45 90~00 48 96.00 46 92.00 
Av 91.33 89.33 93.33 91.33 
friu,mpb, 20 l 14 70.00 13 65.00 18 90.00 15 75.00 
·2 13 65.00 15 75.00 18 90.00 17 85.00 
3 15 75.00 19 95.00 18 90.00 · 18 90 .. 00 
Av .10.00 78.33 90.00 83.33 
.30 l 21 70.00 19 63.33 25 83.33 27 90.00 
2 25 83,33 21 70,.00 28 93.33 25 83.33 
3 24 80.,00 23 76.67 26 86.67 22 73.33 
Av 77.78 69.90 87.78 82.22 
·40 l 26 65.00 29 72.50 27 67.50 28 70.00 
2 27 · 67.50 28 70.00 34 85.00 35 87.50 
3 32 so.oo 34 85.00 29 72.50 28 70.00 
Av . 10.83 · 75.83 75.33 75.83 
50 l 36 72.00 32 64.00 39 18.00 4J 82.00 
2 37 74.0IO 40 80.00 42 84.00 45 90.00 
3 43 86.00 43 86.00 41 82.00 41 82,.00 
Av '17.33 76.67 81.33 84.67 
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TABtE 3=b 
ANAI..lSIS OF VARIANCij FOR PER CENT EMERGENCE BASED ON TABLE 3=a 
AN!) INDIVlD'UAL CQ!VlPARlSON BETWEEN ANY TWO MEANS 
OF EACH SOURCE OF VARIATION 
r:r ,;=r,=·, r==:a¥ :;;:::'tw,c-::r--·-·.,,..~ ·=r:z=me:rmc::: -=:=-==m&,:::r::sm:-:r;::r::rn:;;··-:r=n 
Meal!Jl Square 
sou:rces o:I; Va:t>iat:io:n df 
C@xii@h©J 
Degree ~f Mois~1!.1lre (A) 1 314. 9if'J':2J$ 
Err(>l' (a) 4 33.,3920 
Seeds treatme:nt1:,4 an l 6:29.59061* 
A X B l 24 .. 7968 
Error (b) 4 56.,2215 
Seeding Rates (C) 3 40 .. 97'14 
A X () 3 51 .. 8100 
B X C 3 19. '1199 
A X B X C 3 7:!ol958 
Errc:;,r (<ll) 24 16.8841 
':t;'ot1;1.l 47 
* $igni:f icantly different a:t the 5% level. 





0 .. ,012 1.9563 
31.9481 31.3519 
18 .. 2447 21,.07'11 
28.7969 95.2612* 
10.3525 68.9055 
15.8811 154 .. 7716 
20.2007 55.3719 
18.4005 31 .. 4236 
(l) Differen~e between the preirrigated and n@ln=preirrigated pl@t 













73 .. 39 
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Cl) Oiffe~ences betw~e• the effects of seeding rates. 
Seedin,r; 2() seeds 50 seeds 30 seeds 
rates pe:r row .Pflil' r@W per r<r:>w 
x% 
(EJn~ ;rgenQe) 80.42 so.oo 79.44 
I,,.~.:i;,. Jt the ?% level = 40722 L .. S.D. at the 
90 93.,83 93.40 
82.52 
80 ----------- -











level = 6.340 
---Kaw . --""t-- Con<Gh<O 
.... -.-. Triumph 
FiJ• 3-a. Average emergence ~f three varieties at two degrees ~f 
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- .... -. Triumph 
Fig. 3-b. Average emergence o:f three varieties at 2 kinds of 















- .... -. Triumph 
Average emergence ~f three varieties at feur seeding 
r11,te$ in experiment 3. 
Data.showJng nl.'l1'l~er of seed planted per pot, number of emerged 
,eedl:,:ings pel." pot, Ji,r Qent emergence per pot, and average pe:J:' cent 
emergence fo:J:' each ~re~t~ni in e~periment 4 &J:'e presented in Table 4-a. 
~able ~·b·fresents ~he analysis of variance for per cent emer~nee 
~a•ed on data from 1abte 4•a and individual eomparisons between any two 
means of each s•uroe of variation. The differences between the effects 
Qf extracted ~eed and ~ext.racted, among the.effects of different Qepth 
of planti~, and among the effeets of seeding rates were significant at 
th~ 1 per 13eat, 5 per cent and l per cent le~el respectively for Concho, 
fl.J;J.d were sie;11::i.fioant at the l per eent level for Triu111ph. , No diffeJ,"ence 
was fQund signific~nt fol," Kaw. XnteractiQn of seed treatments x depth 
ef pla~ting was si~ificant at the 5% level for Tri'QDl.ph. No o~her in• 
teraction was fou~d statistically significant fer Oonchot Kaw a~d 
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The ditferenqe between the average effects of water extracted seed 
ind unextracted seed is shown graphically in Fig. 4-a. Higher emergence 
in extraQted seed and lower emergence in unextraeted seed w~re found in 
~ll of the tlu'ee varieties tested. Although th~ difference was not sig• 
nliioant for Kaw the tendency for the varieties tested was consistent. 
1ig. ~-b shows the graphie comp~rison among the effects of the 
d~pth of planting in experiment 4. The data showed, !I decrease o::I: emer= 
genoe as ~he depth of plant~ng ~as increased. The differences among the 
ef;tects Qf depth of plant:,i.ng were significant for Concho and Triumph but 
not for Kaw, however, the tendency was very much consistent. 
Variation of emergence ,t the three seeding rates (30, 60 and 90 
se,df pe:x, p.ot) tested f(\;!lr Concho, Kaw and Triumph is shown graphically 
in Fig. 4-e. The res~lts sh@wed a decrease ot emergence as the seeding 
rates were increased. ?h!s tendency was very obvious for Concho and 
Triump~ b~t not fQr Kaw. Though there was no statistical difference, 
Kaw s~oWJd a tendenQy for increased seeding rate to reduce emergence 
pe~eentage. 
11.:JJ(;)rgence at three seeding rates,.30 seeds, 60 seeds, and 90 seeds 
per l)Ot, was 75.37%, 66.20%, and 69.51:% respectively for Concho; 66.,57% 
62.11%, a:,ad 59.51% respectively :for Triumph and 79"99%, 77.69%, and 
78,7~% respectively far iaw. 
c~ncho and Triumph sh~ an intera~tion between seed treatment (ex-
tr~cted and unextrac:"ted) !l!.nd depth of planting (Fig. 4-d). This possibly 
indicates th~t the effe@ts ot inhibiting substances bec9me more 




SUD.ARY DATA _-SHOWING fflJMBER OF SEED .PLANTED -PER' POT, NUDER EMERGED SEEDLINGS_, PER CENT 
EMERGENCE, AlfD AVERAGE PER CENT EMERGENCE-~ EACH TREA'.l'lll.Eln' 
EXPERIMENT 4 
Unextraoted Seed El(tracted -Seed 
-1 in. depth 2 in. depth· 3 in._ depth l in. depth 2 in. depth 3. in. de.pth 
No. seed No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
planted Seedling Seedling Seedling Seedling Seedling Seedling 
per pot Rep. Emerged % Emerg~d - % Emerged % Emerged -~~ Eme!"ged % Emerged ·% 
30 l 26 86.67 24 80.00 18 '60.-00 21 70.00 23 76.67 23 76.67 
2 23 76,.67 18 60.00 23 76.67 21 "lO_.oo 24 80.00 25 83.33 
3 22 73.33 22 73.33 14 46.67 26 86.67 27 90..-00 27 90.00 
Av '18.89 11.11 61.ll 75.56 82.22 83.33 
60 1 41 68.33 21 51.67 34 56.67 44 73.33 51 85.00 52 86.67 
2 38 63;33 35 58.33 36 60.00 43 71.67 32 53.33 40 66.67 
3 38 63.33 39 65.09 27 45.00 45 75.00 43 71.,67 46 '16-.-6'1 
Av 64.99 58.33 53.89 73.33 70.00 76.67 
90 1 54 60.00 58 64.44 41 45.55 63 10.00 48 53.33 60 66.67 
2 66 73.33 43 47.78 47 52.22 69 76.67 51 J>6.67 41 45.55 
3 60 66.67 58 64.-44 43 47.78 65 73.33 43 47.78 - 53 -_58.89 
Av 66.67 58.89 48.51 73.33 52.59 57 .. -04 
N 
00 
TABLE 4-a (Continued) 
Unextracted seed 
1 1.n, · depth 2 in, depth 3 in. depth 
No . seed No. of No. of No, of 
-plan'6':ed seedling Seedling Seedling 
Variet y pe!" p@'r; Rep. Emerged % ~merged % Emerged - % 
Kaw 30 l 26 86,67 22 73.33 25 83.33 
2 26 86.67 25 83.33 21 10.00 
3 21 70.00 26 86.67 23 76.67 
Av 81. U 81.11 76.67 
60 1 45 75.00 44 73.33 39 65,00 
2 45 75,00 46 76.67 54 90.00 
3 47 78.33 47 78.33 40 66.67 
Av 76.11 76.ll 73.89 
90 1 56 62.22 63 70.00 70 77.78 
2 68 75.-56 . 75 83.33 65 72.22 
3 76 84.44 71 78.89 64 71.11 
Av 74.07 77.41 73.70 
Extracted Seed 
1 in, depth 2 in. depth 
No. of No. of 
Seedl ing Seedling 
Emerged % Emerged % 
21 70,00 23 76.65 
23 · 76.65 25 83.33 
30 100.00 26 86.67 
82.22 82.20 
50 83.33 46 76.67 
43 71.67 51 85~00 
58 96.67 55 91.67 
83.89 84.45 
72 80.00 57 63.33 
74 82.22 71 78,89 
60 66.67 73 8_1.11 
76.29 74.44 


















TABLE 4-a (Continued) 
, 11nextraoted Seed 
1 in. depth 2 in: depth 3 in. depth 
No. seed No. of No. of No. of 
planted Seedling Seedling Seedling 
Variety _ per pe,t Rep •. _ 
--
Emerged % Emerged % Emerged % 
Triumph 30 l 26 86.67 20 66.67 14 46.67 
2 19 63.33 17 56.67 14 46.67 
3 2_6 86.67 20 66.67 . 15 50.00 
Av 78.89 63.34 47.78 
60 1 36 60.00 36 60.00 31 51.67 
2 35 58.33 32 53.33 35 58.33 
3 39 65~00 40 66.67 28 46.69 
Av 61.11 60.00 52.22 
90 l 55 61.11 56 62.22 34 37.78 
2 49 54.44 50 55.56 45 50.00 
3 51 56.67 62 68.89 40 44.44 
Av 57.78 62.22 44.07 
Ektracted Seed 
1 in. depth 2 in. depth 
No. of No. of 
Seedling Seedling 
Emerged % Emerged % 
21 .10.00 20 61.67 
19 63.33 21 70.00 
26 86.67 23 76.65 
73.33 69.22 
43 71.67 38 63.33 
47 78.33 35 58.33 
42 70.00 - 40 66.67 
73.33 62.78 
47 52.22 56 62.22 
53 58.89 48 53.33 
66 73.33 53 58.89 
61.48 58.15 




















~ALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PER C:SNT EMERGENCE BASED ON TABLE 4-a 
AND INOIVIDUAI, COMPARISO:tf BETWEEN ANY '!WO MEANS OF 
EACH SOURCE OF VARIATION IN EXPERIMENT 4 
Mean Square 
Sourc,s 9f Variation df 
Cpn.cho 
Seed treatmen~s (A) l 1111.8463** 
Dept~ of planting (B) 2 371.2951* 
Seeding Rate$ (C) 2 1141.'8645** 
AX;B 2 262.1743* 
A :X: C 2 146.5310 
B x; C 4 111. 9231 
AX BX C 4 83.7971 
:Err,pr 36 73.7363 
Total 53 
• Significantly ~ifferent at the 5% level. 
** Significantly different at the 1% level. 
Concho: 
Kaw T-riumph 
-27 .1504 541.8801** 
160 •. 8902 732.1136** 






(1) Difference between the effects of water-extracted seed and 
unextracted seed. (seeds treatment) 
Seeds Extracted Unextracted 
treatment seed seed 
i' % 
(Emergence) 71.56 62.49 
L.S,D. at tbe 5% level l!I 4.742 L.S.D. at the 1% level : 6.361 
(2) Diff(;lrence between the effects of the depth of planting. 
])epth of planting i in. _ depth 2 in. depth 3 in. depth 
x% 
(Emergenot;l) 72.13 
L.S.D. at the 5% level 8 5.807 
63.42 
L.S.D. at the 1%_ level• 7.790 
32 
(3) Difference between tne effects of seeding rates. 
Seeding rates 30 seeds 60 seeds 90 seeds 
per pot per pot per pot 
x% 
(Emergence) 75.37 66.20 59.51 
L.S.D. at the 5% level a 5.807 L.s.D. at the i% level• 7.790 
Triumph: 
Cl) Difference betw~e~ the effects of water extracted seed and 
~nextracted seed. (seeds treatment) 
Seed treatment Extracted seed Unextracted seed 
'x j 
(Emerge'1ere) 64.89 56.47 
~.s.p. ~t the 5% lev,1: 3.750 L.S.D. at the 1% level• 5.122 
(2) niffer~~~, ~etween the effects of the depth of planting. 
DeptJi of pl,nti~g 1 inch 2 !nches 3 inches 
depth depth depth 
~% 
(Emergence) 67.59 62.65 54.93 
L.S.D. at the 5% level :: 4.592 L.S.D. at the 1% level e 6.160 
(3) Difference between the effects of seeding rates. 
Seed!ng rates 30 seeds 60 seeds 90 seeds 
per po1; per pot per pot 
x% 
~Emergence) 66.57 62.31 56.29 
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Fig. 41-a. Aver•ge emergence of three varieties at two kinds of 
seea t~eatments, water-extracted ·seed and unextracted 
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Fig. 4-b. Average emergence of three varieties at three different 
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fig. 4-e. Average emergence ef three varieties at three seeding 
rates. 
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Fig. 4-d. Interaction of seed treatment and depth of planti~g in 
experiment 4. 
DISCUSSION 
Discussion is given 9n the b•sis of germination and/or emergence 
of thrfe v~rieties 9f hard red winter wheat tested in four experiments. 
In experiment 1, the results showed that the fewer number of seeds 
tested in a given si~e test tube and the larger the space inside a given 
test tube, the higher the per cent germination (Figure 1-a and b). 
Further, in ~able 1-a it can be not,d that within each size of test tube, 
,s the number of seeds were increased the percentage germination de-
~reased. The res~lts were highly consistent. Moisture could not be 
qqnstdered as a limiting factor in the test since all seeds tested -were 
•oaked in water for the same period of time consequently each seed could 
aQsorb almost the same quantity of water. OXygen, as a limiting factor, 
could be considered to explain the above results. 
Ahlgren et al. (1) reported that the oxygen level of the soil 
surrounding the see~s also inf~~enced the germination of seeds, and an 
adequate supply 9f oxygen in .the soil was essential for seed germination. 
In this experiment, possibly the oxygen content of the two larger-sized 
test tubes was gr~a~er than it was in the smaller test tube. Thus when 
a large number of germinating seeds were confined to a small area, the 
o~ygen in that area was rapidly depleted. If the oxygen fell below the 
minimµm requJrement~ nee~ed for germination, the later germinating seeds 
~ere not able to obtain sufficient oxygen to emerge. Nakayama (16) has 
reported that wheat seed failed to germinate well when the oxygen-pressure 
35 
was below 5 per cent, and emergence was decreased around 50 per cent 
when the oxygen-pressure was 1 per cent. 
36 
The above work could possibly explain the lower per cent germination 
at the higher rate of seeds tested in the experiment. Possibly those 
seeds tested in the larger test tube obtained more oxygen and were capable 
of a higher germination than those seeds tested in the smaller test tube. 
The results imply that oxygen could be one of the important factors which 
causes a decrease of emergence as the seeding rate · is increased. 
When oxyg~n was not a limiting factor for germination as in 
experiment 2· (since seeds tested were exposed to air), per cent germ-
ination among the ,ffects of the different seeding rates, among the 
effects of ~ifferent moisture conditions, and between the effects of the 
solutions (wat~zt and water extract ' of ·wheat seed coat) applied to seeds 
wer, not significantly, different (Table 2-b). The relationships between 
the per cent germination and seeding rates, and between the per cent 
germination a~d moisture conditions and between the per cent germination 
and kind of moisture were vague (Fig. 2-a, 2-b, 2-c). The moisture con-
ditions in experiments 1 and 2 could be considered above the limiting 
level for germination. If the assumption mentioned above is true, then 
oxygen can be considered as one of the important factors or the most 
important factor which affects emergence of wheat seeds as well as causing 
a decrease of emergence as the seeding rate is increased. No other satis-
factory explanation can be offered at this time. 
Though the difference between the effect of water control and that 
of water extract of ·seed coat was not statistically different in the 
three varieties, Concho, Kaw and Triumph, all of t hem showed more or less 
the same tendency, i.e., a decrease of germination when water extract of 
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their own seed coat was applied (Fig. 2-c). Mosheov (15) recognized that 
the external parts of wheat seeds contain a germination-inhibiting ~ub-
~tance. The inhibi~ing aqtion of this substance is stronger in the light 
than i~ the dark. Evenari (5) stated that the inhibition of germination 
is t~e result of germination-inhibiting substances which diffuse from 
seed or fruit a~d may accumulate in the germination bed. He also stated 
that these germination inhibitors are water-soluble and may be extracted 
with water from seed or fruit. 
The above work could account for the decrease of germination when 
water extract of their own seed coat was applied. The results somewhat 
implied that inhibiting substances for germination existed in the seed 
coat of wheat, however , it was rather insignificant. 
Interaction of seeding rat e x moisture conditions x kinds of solution 
applied showed statistical significance at the 5 per cent level for Kaw 
(Table 2-b). This result could be explained by the combined effect of 
the three factor interaction which affects seed germination of Kaw. 
Since no other low order interaction was significant, further explanation 
can hardly be made from the data. 
In experiment 3, a significant difference at the 5 per cent level 
between the effects of preirrigation (higher moisture conditi~n) and non-
preirrigation (lower moisture condition) of Concho was obtained. The 
r~sult showed higher emergence in the non-preirrigated plot and . lower 
emergence in the preirrigated plot (Fig. 3-a). Though the difference was 
not statistically significant for Triumph, the tendency was the same as 
for Concho (Fig. 3-a). Kaw showed a .~omewhat reverse tendency as compared 
to ConQho and Triumph, but it was not significant. Consequently moisture 
as a limiting factor for emergence could hardly be considered in the 
result. 
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Fuller5/ considered Kaw to require less oxygen for germination than 
Concho and Triumph. MilJar et al. (14) recognized that soil aeration is 
governed primarily by fluqtumtions in soil moisture. Aeration increases 
with a de~rease in soil moisture, whereas an excess of water tends to 
ep,ourage anaerobic conditions. The oxygen level of the soil surrounding 
the seed~ influences the germination of seeds as reported by Ahlgren 
et •l• (1). Their results could possibly explain the experimental results 
o~tained in this experiment. The soil maintained a t the higher moisture 
content probably had fewer air filled pores through which the diffusion 
o~ oxygen could take place. Consequently the respiring seeds could not 
obtain oxygen at a sufficient rate. It could be considered that dif-
ferent quantities of oxygen contained in t he soil caused the result 
mentioned above (Fig. 3-a). 
A significant difference at t he 5 per cent level between the 
emergence of water extracted seed and unextracted seed of Concho ·was 
obtained; in Kaw and Triumph, no significant differences were found. 
Higher emergence in extr~cted seed and lower emergence in unextracted 
seed of Concho were found (Fig. S=b). \"he s~me tendency was also obtained 
within both the preirrigated plot and the non-preirrigated plot (Table 3•a 
Concho). The works of Mosheov (15) and Evenari (5) could explain the 
result. · The emergence of Concho might be affected by the inhibiting sub-
stance of its owµ seed coat; whereas, Kaw and Triumph might not be 
~ffected by t he inhibiting substance of their own seed coat~ 
I~terac'tiQns of the seeding rates x extracted seed and unextracted 
seed were not statisti.cdly significant. No other interaction of the 
factors concerned in the test was significant. Although inhibiting 
~See Footnote 1/ 
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substances of w.heat seed coat could be considered as a factor which 
affects emergence of. wheat seed for some varieties, this factor could not 
explain a decrease of emergence as the seeding rate is increased. 
The difference among the emergence of seeding rates of Triumph was 
signific~nt at the 5 per cent level. The result showed a decrease of 
emergence as the seeding rate was increased except the highest seeding 
rate, showed one of the higher emergence percentages. The tendencies of 
the variation of emergence in three varieties were not exactly the same; 
however, the lowest emergence was shown in t he highest seeding rate ex-
cept Triumph. Crust strength and bluk density in addition to . oxygen 
diffusiop in the soil CQUld be considered factars which influence seed 
germination and emerg~nce. 
The variation in emergence of three varieties in experiment 3 (Fig. 
3-a, 3-b, and 3-c) were not highly consistent. The emergence of Kaw was 
higher than that of Concho and Triumph in every respect. 
In experiment 4, lower emergence for unextracted seed and higher 
emergence for extracted seed was obtained. The tendency of the three 
vari~ties was Jtighly consistent (Fig. 4-a). The differences bet ween the 
effects of extracted seed and unextracted seed on emergence of Concho and 
Triumph were significant at the 1 per cent level. The external part of 
the seed coat (inhibiting substance for germination) could be one of the 
factors which affect seed emergence 9 but it is difficult to explain 
independently that the inhibiting substance causes a decrease of emergence 
as the seeding rate is increased. 
The effect of depth of planting on emergence of Concho and Triumph 
was significant at the l per cent level. Though the difference was not 
statistically significant for Kaw, the tendency was consistent with that 
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of Concho and Triumph. All three varieties of Concho, Kaw and Triumph, 
showed a decrease in seedling emergence as the depth of seeding was in-
creased (Fig. 4-b). These findings are in accord with those of Beveridge 
et al. (2), Dorywalski ~t al. (4), Hutchins (1 0) and Jones (11). It 
seems logical to assume that the diffusion rate of oxygen to the seeds 
would be lower at the deeper seeding depths than for more shallow depths. 
Consequently, seeds planted at a greater depth may not be able to obtain 
oxygen at a sufficient rate; the deeper seeds or the later germinating 
seed·ll! were not able to obtain sufficient oxygen to emerge. 
Concho and Triqmph showed that the lower emergence for the higher 
seeding rate was obtained at the 1 per cent significance level; whereas, 
the variation of Kaw in this respect was not clear (Fig. 4-c). For each 
planting depth the per cent emergence decreased as t he seeding rate in-
creased. For each seeding rate the per cent emergence decreased as plant-
ing depth increased. The meaning of these t wo results probably implies 
that oxygen oQntent in the soil is one of the most important factors 
which causes a decrease of emergence as the seeding rate is increased. 
;No significant interaction of the factors considered was o.btained 
except the interaction of depth of planting x seed treatment (extracted 
seed and unextracted seed) for Triumph which was significant at the 5 per 
cent level. Fig. 4""<1 indicates that the effe~ts of inhibiting substances 
become more pronoun~ed as the depth of seeding is increased. For each 
seed treatment (extracted and unextracted _seeds) as planting depth in-
creased emergence decre~sed. For each planting depth with either 
water-extracted seed or unextracted seed as planting depth increased 
emergence decreased. 
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Bagan (6) pointed out that the rate and completeness of germination 
are affected by temperature, moisture, oxygen, light, carbon dioxide, 
soil ph, mineral e l ements, ~nd activities of microorganisms. Hank and 
T~rop (7) stated that mechanical impedance of t he soil should be included 
in addition to a list of the factors influencing seedling emergence 
listed by Hagan (6) . 
Amo~g those factors indicated above, oxygen seemed to be the most 
important factor which affects seed germination and causes a reduced 
emergence as the rate of seeding is increased. Though oxygen as a 
li~iting factor could be considered, the other factors such as depth of 
planting and soil properties could not be neglected for further explana-
tion to appro~oh this problem. It is evident from the results of t his 
study, that this proble~ should be continued with more intensive and 
extens~ve work. 
SUMMARY 
A study of factors affecting the emergence of seedlings at various 
seeding rates of three varieties of hard red winter wheat was carried out 
in the laboratory and the greenhouse during the 1962-1963 academic year. 
The main objectives of this investigation were: (1) to determine 
the relationship between emergence and seeding rate; and (2) to det ermine 
the factors which influence seedling emergence. 
Four experiments were carried out to attack the above problems. The 
emergence of seedlings with three quantities of seeds was measured in test 
tubes (experiment 1). The higher the nwnber of seeds per t est tube , the 
lower the per cent germination per t est 1 and also the larger t he space 
inside the t est tube, the higher the per cent germination were recognized. 
Three seeding r&tes per Pet ri dish 1 germination inhibiting substance 
of wheat seed coat 1 and moisture conditions were considered in the Pet ri 
d.ish test (experiment 2). The relationships among the factors considered 
in the test were not clear when oxygen was not a limiting factor. 
Four seeding rates per row 1 two moisture conditions 1 a~d wat er 
extraqted seed and unextracted seed were considered in t he flat test 
(experiment 3). The higher emergence in the non=preirrigated plot (low 
moisture) and the lower emergence in the preirrigated plot (high moisture) 
was obtained in the res~lts except in Kaw; this tendency was significant 
·, 
at the 5 per cent level f@r Con~ho . The lower emergence in the higher 
seeding rate as obtained except for Triumph which showed the higher 
emergence at the highest seeding rate. The higher emergence in t he 
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water-extracted seed .and the lower emergence in the unextracted seed was 
also obiained except for Kaw. The variation of emergence of the three 
varieties was not very @@nsistent . ~he relationships among the factors 
considered were not significant . 
;, Three seeding rates, water-extracted seed and unextracted seed• and 
three levels of depth of planting were considered in the pot test (ex-
periment 4). Oxygen as a limiting factor responsible for a decrease of 
emergence as the seeding rate is increased was a primary consideration in 
the test. The higher the seeding rat e, the lower t he per cent emergence; 
the deepe.r the depth of planting, the lower the per cent emergence; and, 
the higher emergence in the extracted seed, the lower emergence in the 
unextracted seed were obtained in t he results. The variations of three 
varieties with the above respect s were highly consistent respectively, 
though the variations of Kaw in the f~ctors considered were not statisti-
callr significant. The interactions among t he factors were not 
statistically significant except the interaction of seed treat ment and 
depth of planting was fotmd significant at the 5 per cent l evel -in Triumph. 
Oxygen seems to be one of t he most .important factors which affects 
emergence of wheat seed in the scope of this study. 
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